Recommended Application

Make certain that the surface to be coated is free from all dirt, oil, grease, grime, mildew, fungus or loose bark prior to stain application. UV Guard® Advance Clear Wood Finish may be applied by brush, airless sprayer or pump sprayer. Always back brush the product to remove drips and runs. For best results, apply UV Guard® Advance Clear Wood Finish over a UV Guard Wood Finish stain product. UV Guard® Advance Clear Wood Finish is not designed to be a stand-alone product. Please inquire with us for a complete UV Guard® Advance Clear Wood Finish application guide prior to the start of your next job.

Maintenance

Once your existing finish starts to look dull then simply clean the surface and apply another coat of UV Guard® Advance Clear Wood Finish. Expect to re-apply every 2 to 4 years on the southern exposure and every 3 to 5 years on the other sides of your structure. Please remember that the overall durability of your finish is dramatically affected by the preparation of the surface prior to the finish work and how good of a job you do during the application process.

Packaging

Sample Jar, 1 Gallon Pail and 5 Gallon Pail

Coverage Rates

200 - 400 square feet per gallon.

**The above coverage rates are highly dependent upon the porosity of the wood and the condition of the existing stain. Do not thin or dilute product.

Experience & Reputation

For over 30 years, the Weatherall Company has been making and delivering the best wood finishes, chinking and caulking products in the industry. *Some things need to be earned.*

Complete Wood Care System

We are proud to offer wood finishes, chinking and caulking products designed specifically for logs, wood siding or timbers. We believe that our system of products will not only enhance the beauty of your home, but also offer unsurpassed protection and longevity. *Let us take the worry out of compatibility issues.*

We are making it easy to **GO GREEN.**

In a world that moves at lightning speed it is sometimes easy to forget about being socially responsible. The Weatherall Company offers a full line of environmentally friendly products that protect you, the environment and your wood structure. No longer do you need to breathe harsh chemicals to get the results that you desire. *Mother Nature would like to take this opportunity to thank you.*

WE CARE Attitude

Whether you are looking to purchase more materials or simply need advice, our goal is to make sure that you get the best customer experience. *Let us show you that CUSTOMERS do matter.*

Try Before You Buy

You’ve waited this long to get your dream house; why not wait a couple more days to make sure you get the colors you want? We will send you a kit that includes stain samples, caulking color charts, chinking color charts and application guides. *Knowing exactly what you want is a good thing.*
Protect Your Stain and Add Beauty to Your Wood

UV Guard® Advance Clear Wood Finish is a water-based, environmentally friendly, crystal clear coating that will add depth and a modest sheen to your stained wood. UV Guard® Advance Clear Wood Finish forms a breathable film yet repels moisture allowing your stain greater color retention and increased protection from harmful UV rays. It was designed to be used as the topcoat for the UV Guard Wood® Finish stain systems but can be applied over most other water-based stains. UV Guard® Advance Clear Wood Finish is easy to apply and will not darken your existing stain after each application. There is no better choice to help protect your stained wood while simplifying the maintenance of your exterior finish. UV Guard® Advance Clear Wood Finish is compatible with most sealant materials, including Triple Stretch® Chinking, UV Guard® Textured Caulk and UV® Guard Premium Caulk.

Why it Works

UV Guard® Advance Clear Wood Finish is a blend of the most environmentally advanced acrylics, UV blockers and stabilizers. This formula makes UV Guard® Advance Clear Wood Finish ideal for protecting your exterior stained wood because it provides outstanding water resistance, long term stain protection and mildew resistance.

Warranty

We offer a 3 and 5 year warranty when UV Guard® Advance Clear Wood Finish is applied over UV Guard II® Wood Finish according to the label directions. Inquire with a Weatherall Company representative for complete details.

Features

- Crystal Clear Finish
- Long Term Stain Protection
- Easy Maintenance System
- Adds Depth to Your Wood
- Modest or Natural Looking Sheen
- Water Repellent
- Eco-Friendly
- Low VOC Formula
- Soap & Water Clean-Up
- Virtually No Odor
- Mold & Mildew Protection
- Compatible with Most Other Finishing Products

Application Tips

- Always test a sample on your wood.
- Apply finish between 40 and 90 degrees.
- Don't apply in direct sunlight.
- Immediately brush all runs.
- Remove mold and mildew prior to application.
- Use compatible finishing products.

Why it Works

UV Guard® Advance Clear Wood Finish is a blend of the most environmentally advanced acrylics, UV blockers and stabilizers. This formula makes UV Guard® Advance Clear Wood Finish ideal for protecting your exterior stained wood because it provides outstanding water resistance, long term stain protection and mildew resistance.

Warranty

We offer a 3 and 5 year warranty when UV Guard® Advance Clear Wood Finish is applied over UV Guard II® Wood Finish according to the label directions. Inquire with a Weatherall Company representative for complete details.